
⇺ WHAT IS A RITE OF PASSAGE? ⇻

Passing through invisible thresholds is essential for us as psychological beings - our whole experience of transition
depends on the energy we carry inside before we enter a new stage.

↠ Life is made up of different stages and we leap from one way of doing things to a completely different one. ↞

Take a time when you lived at home with your parents and then you leaped into living away from them and sustaining
your own life. That is a huge shift and it is a life stage.

This is a life stage that we all recognise but there are plenty more which we undergo throughout our lives that are more
invisible and we tend to not pay attention to them.

Despite this every life stage has some challenges that we are to overcome.
If we do not learn a lesson from our challenges, they pertain and become a problem.

If a problem sticks - it becomes our reality.

⇹

Every stage has a RISK to take.
If we don't take the risk, with time we start feeling stuck.

An intentional ritual creates a ceremonial space to pass through a symbolic Gate - a Passage - that signifies readiness
to take the risk and an identity change that comes with it.

⇹



⇹
If you are leaping to another life stage, you might be:

⇸ changing work or major commitment in life
⇸  committing to a relationship or stepping out of one
⇸  starting a family
⇸ moving to another place
⇸  shifting your identity - sex, gender, the way you show up
⇸  facing risky interpersonal communication (i.e. daring to resolve a conflict)
⇸ asking for help which is hard to ask for

⇻ If we never take the risk needed at a certain life stage, we feel frozen, half alive ⇺

A recognition of what holds you back together with a meaningful ritual, opens up the space to transform the stagnant
energy - inside out - and helps to take the leap you need psychologically.

An Essence based tattoo ritual can then also become a commitment to resolve some of your lingering problems from
the past that keep you from growth:
⇸  coming out of depression
⇸  resolving procrastination or hesitation
⇸  overcoming an addiction
⇸  avoiding decision making
⇸  withdrawing from blame and criticism
and taking radical responsibility for your own life!



⇺WHAT ARE THE RESULTS? ⇻
⇼

Rite of Passage provides a frame to ease your journey into a new stage without creating uneasiness or disruption.
It fosters a sense of renewal. It reminds you that you are constantly evolving and that life is a transformative journey.

Rite of Passage connects you with your own past selves, and also with the past of our ancestors.

When you take part in a Rite of Passage you find yourselves in a sacred space. This represents an exception since
sacred spaces are scarce in our secular world. As humans, we need this sense of sacrality to feel more attuned to our

individual journey.

The main purpose of a Rite of Passage is to help you make sense of change as an individual.
A tattoo ritual helps to face your fear of failing, or not being accepted when transitioning into a new stage.

⇼
A daily ritual

we co-create in this process anchors you in your intention and empowers you from inside out.

You gain a deeper awareness of the transition you are going on in your life, while feeling connected and supported by
me and others you want to invite for the ceremony.



⇺ From HABIT to CONSCIOUS RITUAL ⇻
⇼

We are habitual creatures.
And that serves us - up until we want to change something.

Then our subconscious keeps us in the familiar habitual version of self, making it hard to shift it to the
unknown new YOU.

Creating a healthy ritual is to create more conscious responses.
Ritual helps to translate the new into familiar and program subconscious into the new you.

We create ritualisation of life to create a healthy habit of it.
Ritual has the power to turn the light on - the light of awareness.

⇺ You RE-Mind yourself.⇻

Ritual helps you to remind yourself what serves you with consistency to make your change happen faster.

You transform your automatic negative rituals created accidentally - your habits.

And by this you transform yourself, inside out.

Essence revealing body art aims at empowering you in the process of change.
We not only tattoo deeply resonating with your transformation image but also create a ritual which helps in
your process.

READY FOR AN UPGRADE?
Share your journey with me:
rootsandwings@riseup.net

mailto:rootsandwings@riseup.net

